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The Parable Of Pipeline How
The incident is a major wake-up call, underscoring the vulnerability of critical infrastructure to cyber attacks. Read more at straitstimes.com.
Pipeline attack in US underscores weakness of cyber defence
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE COLONIAL PIPELINE? Colonial Pipeline, the owner, halted all pipeline operations over the weekend, forcing what the company called a precautionary shutdown. U.S. officials said ...
EXPLAINER: Why the Colonial Pipeline hack matters
Michigan wants to shut down a Canadian pipeline that is connected to the state’s water. Gov. Gretchen Whitmer ordered an energy company backed by the Canadian government to shut down its operations.
Michigan Gov orders shutdown of controversial Canadian pipeline
Senior cybersecurity officials testified before a key Senate committee on Tuesday after one of the nation’s largest pipeline operators was hit by an ongoing major ransomware attack that forced ...
Four key takeaways on the US government response to the pipeline ransomware attack
"at-above-post addthis_tool" data-url=" -Gas stations from Florida to Virginia began running dry and prices at the pump rose on Tuesday, as the shutdown of the biggest U.S. fuel pipeline by hackers ...
Pipeline outage causes U.S. gasoline supply crunch, panic buying
Fuel supply shortages from the Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack are hitting airlines at a time when the industry is just beginning to emerge from the coronavirus recession. The 5,500-mile pipeline ...
Airlines start to feel Colonial Pipeline pinch
Undated file photo shows holding tanks at one of Colonial Pipeline's tank farms in the United States. (Colonial Pipeline/Handout via Xinhua) The temporary shutdown of Colonial's pipeline follows ...
Colonial Pipeline hack exposes lack of federal cybersecurity oversight for U.S. energy industry: media
The White House said in a statement late Monday that it was monitoring supply shortages in parts of the Southeast.
Colonial Pipeline officials hope most service will be back by weekend after ransomware hack
Oil prices fell on Tuesday on fading fears of a prolonged outage of the largest US fuel pipeline system, while India’s coronavirus crisis showed scant sign ...
Oil prices dip as US pipeline outage fears ease, India COVID-19 outbreak hits demand
Biden administration officials have privately voiced frustration with what they see as Colonial Pipeline's weak security protocols and a lack of preparation that could have allowed hackers to pull off ...
Biden administration officials privately frustrated with Colonial Pipeline's weak security ahead of crippling cyberattack
WASHINGTON: A US energy company says a cyberattack forced it to temporarily halt all operations on a major pipeline that delivers roughly 45 per ...
US pipeline company halts operations after cyberattack
With gas prices already on the rise, a major pipeline cyberattack has sparked concerns they could spike well above $3 a gallon.Colonial Pipeline was forced to take four lines offline due to a ...
Gas Prices On Rise After Pipeline Cyberattack Sparking Concerns Of Rise Well Above $3 A Gallon
Lines of panicked drivers overwhelmed gas stations in the Southeast on Tuesday as rising prices fed fears of shortages in the aftermath of a ransomware attack that shut down the nation’s largest fuel ...
Fuel shortages crop up in Southeast, gas prices climb after pipeline hack
Despite disruptions created by a ransomware attack on a major U.S. pipeline over the weekend, the White House is not immediately concerned about fuel shortages.
White House denies there's supply shortage in wake of ransomware attack on major U.S. pipeline
North Carolina declared a state of emergency to help ensure there is enough fuel supply throughout the state as Colonial Pipeline said it was working to restore most service by the weekend.
Colonial Pipeline attack: Amid service outage, NC declares state of emergency to help ensure fuel supply
Meanwhile, the hacker group DarkSide said a statement that its goal is "to make money, and not creating problems for society".
Colonial Pipeline aims to restore operations by end of the week after cyberattack
One of the largest pipelines in the US has been taken offline by its operator following a cyberattack. First reported by the New York Times, Colonial Pipeline, which carries 45 percent of the fuel ...
Cyberattack prompts shutdown of major fuel pipeline in the US
Oil prices moved higher on Tuesday as traders followed updates on a vital US fuel pipeline system The West Texas Intermediate fo ...
Oil prices rise as traders weigh pipeline shutdown impact
R&D effort refocused on two therapeutic areas with significant unmet medical needs: ACLF and cholestatic diseasesGENFIT well positioned to leverage its experience from discovery to late development ...
GENFIT Provides Pipeline Update and Launch of New Clinical Programs
We’re getting a look at the pace car for this year’s Indianapolis 500. IMS President Doug Boles and General Motors’ Sean Finegan will unveil the car during a special announcement ...
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